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ON THE STRUCTURE OF BANACH ALGEBRAS
ASSOCIATED WITH AUTOMORPHISMS

A. V. LEBEDEV

Abstract. We study the structure of the Banach algebra B(A, Tg) generated by
a Banach algebra A of operators in a Banach space D and a group {Tg}g∈G of

isometries of D such that TgAT−1
g = A. We analyze relations between the existence

of an expectation from B(A, Tg) to A, topological (metric) freeness of the action by
automorphisms of the algebra A induced by Tg, and the dual action of the group G
on B(A, Tg). The obtained results are applied to the description of the structure of
Banach algebras generated by “weighted composition operators” in various spaces.

1. Introduction

The main object to be studied in this paper is the Banach algebra B(A, Tg) generated
by a Banach algebra A of operators acting in a Banach space D and the group {Tg}g∈G

of isometries of D (a representation G � g → Tg of a discrete group G) such that

TgAT−1
g = A, g ∈ G;

this means that each Tg generates an automorphism T̂g of the algebra A by the formula

T̂g(a) = TgaT−1
g , a ∈ A.

The goal of the paper is to describe the structure of such algebras.
In the Hilbert case (i.e., in the theory of C∗-algebras), similar objects are closely

related to crossed products (see, e.g., [1]), and the description of the structure of such
algebras has been the subject of numerous studies. In particular, [2] contains necessary
and sufficient conditions (in terms of duality theory) for a C∗-algebra to be isomorphic to
a crossed product (of an algebra and a locally compact automorphism group). In the case
of a discrete group, conditions for a C∗-algebra to be isomorphic to a crossed product
were found in [3, Chapter 1] (see also Subsection 2.7 in this paper). These conditions are
expressed in terms of the group action (the so-called topologically free action), as well as
in terms of a certain inequality (Property (∗); see (2.3) of this paper) that guarantees the
existence of an expectation from the algebra B(A, Tg) to the algebra A (see (2.4), (2.5)).

One of the main problems discussed in the paper is to study whether or not these
properties (topologically free action, Property (∗), and the dual action of the group)
allow us to determine the structure of the algebra B(A, Tg) up to isomorphism in the
general Banach case.

In Sections 2 and 3 we study relations of these properties. We also study the natu-
rally occurring Property (∗∗); see 2.3 (reconstruction of an element in B(A, Tg) from its
“Fourier coefficient”). In particular, in these sections we show that in many cases these
properties are equivalent.

Since in the general Banach case we do not have a universal object similar to the
crossed product in the Hilbert case, to describe the structure of the algebra B(A, Tg) we
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need to specify the type of the algebra A and of the isometries Tg. Sections 4–13 are
devoted to applications of the results obtained in Sections 2, 3 to the description of the
structure of particular Banach algebras associated with automorphisms, namely alge-
bras generated by “weighted composition operators” acting both in spaces of continuous
functions and in Lebesgue spaces.

The examples described are divided into two classes: operators with continuous coeffi-
cients and operators with measurable coefficients. Examples of the first class are studied
in Sections 4–7, those of the second class in Sections 9–11. Section 8 serves as a “bridge”
used to pass from the continuous case to the measurable one. We prove that a natural
“measurable” replacement of a topologically free action is a metrically free action (see
8.2). We also study relations between these notions; in particular, we show that from
a certain point of view these notions are equivalent. This allows us to “transfer” main
structural results from the already studied continuous case to the measurable case.

In analyzing these examples we obtain a series of results that establish that the
algebras under consideration are isomorphic. Simultaneously, we show that certain
features of these algebras are different. In particular, when considering operators in
C(X, E), L∞

µ (X, E), and L1
µ(X, E) we can compute their norms (Theorems 4.2, 6.2, 7.3,

10.2, and 11.2). At the same time, for operators in Lp
µ(X, E), 1 < p < ∞, this cannot be

done. Moreover, to obtain theorems about isomorphisms for algebras of type B(A, Tg)
in the spaces C(X, E), L∞

µ (X, E), and L1
µ(X, E) we do not need any information about

the structure of the group of automorphism generating operators, whereas this struc-
ture (more precisely, the amenability of the group G) is very important in the study of
operators in Lp

µ(X, E), 1 < p < ∞ (Theorems 5.7, 9.4 and Section 13).
In this paper, we will use the following notation. For a topological space X and

a normed vector space B, we denote by C(X, B) the normed space of all continuous
functions on X with values in B endowed with the sup norm. For X we will take only
completely regular spaces. By D, E, and F we denote various Banach spaces, and by
L(E) the Banach algebra of all linear operators in E.

2. B(A, Tg). Properties (∗) and (∗∗). Topologically free action

In this section we introduce and study a number of important properties of algebras
associated with automorphisms.

2.1. Let B(A, Tg) be the Banach algebra generated by a Banach algebra A of bounded
linear operators acting in a Banach space D and by the group {Tg}g∈G of isometries of
D (so that G � g → Tg is a representation of a discrete group G) such that

(2.1) TgAT−1
g = A, g ∈ G.

Condition (2.1) means that the operator Tg generates an automorphism T̂g of the algebra
A by the formula

(2.2) T̂g(a) = TgaT−1
g , a ∈ A.

Examples of algebras A, spaces D, and operators Tg for which we will construct our
theory will be given later.

In the case where A is a unital C∗-subalgebra of the algebra L(H) of operators in a
Hilbert space H, and {Tg}g∈G is a unitary representation of a group G in H, by C∗(A, Tg)
we will denote the C∗-algebra generated by A and {Tg}g∈G.
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2.2. Property (∗). In the case of C∗-algebras, it is established in [3, Chapter 2] that
one of the most important properties of the algebra C∗(A, Tg) allowing us to develop a
useful deep theory of such objects is the following

Property (∗): For each finite sum b =
∑

agTg, ag ∈ A, the following inequality holds:

(2.3) ‖b‖ =
∥∥∥∑ agTg

∥∥∥ ≥ ‖ae‖;

here e the unit of the group G.
One of the goals of this paper is to ascertain the significance of Property (∗) in the

Banach case, i.e., to study this property in the algebra B(A, Tg).
If the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Property (∗), then for each g0 ∈ G we can define the

mapping (conditional expectation)

(2.4) Ng0 :
∑

agTg → ag0 ,

which can be extended to a mapping

(2.5) Ng0 : B(A, Tg) → A.

2.3. Property (∗∗). Another important property is the following one.
We say that the algebra B(A, Tg) (already possessing Property (∗)) possesses also

Property (∗∗) if

(2.6) B(A, Tg) � b = 0 ⇔ {Ng(b) = 0 for each g ∈ G},
where Ng is the mapping introduced earlier.

2.4. Remark. In the case of a C∗-algebra we have the following result (see [3, Theorems
12.8 and 12.4]):

If G a discrete amenable group and the algebra C∗(A, Tg) possesses Property (∗), then
it possesses Property (∗∗) as well.

In fact, Properties (∗) and (∗∗) allow us to “reconstruct” an element b ∈ B(A, Tg)
from its “Fourier coefficients” Ng(b), g ∈ G. Later we will establish that in many natural
cases such “reconstruction” can be successfully performed.

Let us recall that in the case of a C∗-algebra there exists a close connection between
Property (∗) and the so-called topological freeness of the action of the automorphism
group {T̂g} (see [3, Subsection 12.13 and Theorem 12.14]). Therefore it is natural to
analyze the relation between similar properties of the algebra B(A, Tg) as well. This will
be done in the remaining part of this section.

2.5. First we make several remarks clarifying the further choice of objects and defini-
tions.

Let us note that if {Tg}g∈G is a group of isometries satisfying (2.1), then, clearly,

(2.7) TgZ(A)T−1
g = Z(A),

where Z(A) is the center of A.
Let A be a Banach algebra isomorphic to C(X, B), where X is a completely regular

space and B is a Banach algebra. Then

(2.8) Z(A) = C(X,Z(B)).

Indeed, the inclusion Z(A) ⊃ C(X,Z(B)) is clear and if ā ∈ Z(A), then for each a ∈ A
and each x0 ∈ X we have ā(x0)a(x0) = a(x0)ā(x0). Therefore, choosing a(x) ≡ b ∈ B,
we conclude that ā(x0) ∈ Z(B), i.e., Z(A) ⊂ C(X,Z(B)).

For a moment, let us assume that

Z(B) ∼= C(M)
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(of course, this assumption is rather restrictive; however, it allows us to clarify a certain
idea). Then

(2.9) Z(A) = C(X,Z(B)) ∼= C(X, C(M)) ∼= C(X × M).

If X and M are compact spaces (in this case X × M is compact as well), then (2.9)
and (2.7) mean that the automorphisms T̂g (see (2.2)) generate homeomorphisms tg :
X × M → X × M by the formula

(2.10) [T̂g(z)](y) = z(t−1
g (y)), z ∈ Z(A), y ∈ X × M.

It is clear that if M = {·} consists of one point (i.e., Z(B) = {cI}, where I is the unit of
B), then X × M ∼= X and tg are homeomorphisms of X.

2.6. The above arguments allow us to consider only the case where

(2.11) Z(B) = {cI};

in other words, we will work with the “initial” space X and will not involve additional
objects like X × M , etc.

It is clear that if B = L(E), then (2.11) holds.
So, let A ⊂ L(D) be a Banach algebra of operators isomorphic to C(X, L(E)), where

X is a completely regular space and E and D are Banach spaces (in this case Z(A) ∼=
C(X)). Let {Tg}g∈G be a group of isometries satisfying (2.1). According to (2.7), the
automorphisms T̂g in (2.2) preserve the center. In further considerations, we will assume
that the action on the center has the form

(2.12) [T̂g(z)](x) = z(t−1
g (x)), z ∈ Z(A), x ∈ X,

where tg : X → X are some homeomorphisms of X.

Remark. Since Z(A) ∼= C(X) ∼= C(X̄) where X̄ is the Stone–Čech compactification of
the space X, the automorphisms T̂g generate the homeomorphisms τg : X̄ → X̄ by the
formula

[T̂g(z)](x) = z(τ−1
g (x)), x ∈ X̄.

One has to note that in the general case the homeomorphisms τg do not preserve the
subset X ⊂ X̄.

Example. Let Y be a noncompact completely regular space and Ȳ its Stone–Čech com-
pactification. Consider the space X = Y Ȳ , where  denotes the disjoint union of spaces.
It is clear that C(X) ∼= C(X̄) = C(Ȳ  Ȳ ). There exists a one-to-one correspondence
between elements of the algebra A = C(X) and pairs (a1, a2), where ai ∈ C(Ȳ ), i = 1, 2.
Let T̂ be an automorphism of the algebra A = Z(A) of the form T̂ (a1, a2) = (a2, a1).
It is clear that this automorphism generates a homeomorphism τ of the space X̄, which
does not preserve X.

This means that assuming the condition (2.12) to be satisfied, we restrict ourselves to
the consideration of the case where the τg preserve X (and in this case their restrictions
to X concide with tg).

We made this assumption just to simplify the exposition and not to use X̄ instead
of X.
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2.7. Topologically free action. Denote by Xg, g ∈ G, the set

(2.13) Xg = {x ∈ X : tg(x) = x}.

We say that the group G acts topologically freely on A by automorphisms T̂g (or on X
by homeomorphisms tg defined in 2.6) if for each g ∈ G, g �= e, the set Xg has empty
interior.

Let us note also that G acts topologically freely if and only if for each finite set
{g1, . . . , gn} ⊂ G, gi �= e, the set [

⋃n
i=1 Xgi

] has empty interior.
Similarly to [3, 12.13 and 12.13′] one can show that this definition is equivalent to the

following: an action of the group G is topologically free if for each finite set {g1, . . . , gk} ⊂
G and each nonempty open set U ⊂ X there exists a point x ∈ U such that all points
tgi

(x), i = 1, . . . , k, are distinct.
Since the space X is Hausdorff, the latter definition is equivalent to the following one:

the action of a group G is topologically free if for each finite set {g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ G and
each nonempty open set U ⊂ X there exists an open set V ⊂ U such that

(2.14) tgi
(V ) ∩ tgj

(V ) = ∅, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i �= j.

The next theorem is an analogue of Theorem 12.14 in [3].

2.8. Theorem. If G acts topologically freely, then B(A, Tg) possesses Property (∗).

Proof. Consider an arbitrary element b ∈ B(A, Tg) of the form

b =
∑
g∈K

agTg,

where K = {g1, . . . , gn}. Choose ε > 0 and let x0 ∈ X be a point satisfying the condition

(2.15) ‖ae(x0)‖ > ‖ae‖ − ε

(such a point x0 exists because A ∼= C(X, L(E))). Consider a neighborhood U of the
point x0 such that

(2.16) ‖ae(x)‖ > ‖ae(x0)‖ − ε, x ∈ U.

Since the action of G is topologically free, there exists (see 2.7) a nonempty open set V
such that

(2.17) V ⊂ U and t−1
gi

(V ) ∩ t−1
gj

(V ) = ∅, gi, gj ∈ K, gi �= gj .

Let c ∈ Z(A) be an element of the form c = c(x)I, where c(·) is a continuous function
on X such that

(i) 0 ≤ c(x) ≤ 1;
(ii) c(x′) = 1 for some x′ ∈ V ;
(iii) c(x) = 0 if x /∈ V .

By (i), (ii), (2.15), (2.16), and the choice of x′ we have

(2.18) ‖c2ae‖ ≥ ‖ae(x′)‖ > ‖ae‖ − 2ε

and

(2.19) ‖cbc‖ ≤ ‖b‖.

Moreover, (2.17) and (iii) imply

(2.20) cT̂g(c) = 0, g �= e, g ∈ K.
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Now (2.20), (2.19), and (2.18) imply

‖b‖ ≥ ‖cbc‖ =
∥∥∥c(∑ agTg

)
c
∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑ cagT̂g(c)Tg

∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∑ cT̂g(c)agTg

∥∥∥ = ‖c2ae‖ > ‖ae‖ − 2ε,

and since ε is arbitrary, the proof is completed. �

3. Properties (∗) and (∗∗), and the dual action of the group

As we have already noted (Remark 2.4), in the C∗-algebra case Property (∗∗) (2.6) is
a consequence of Property (∗). In fact, the main reason for this is the following fact (see
[3, Theorem 12.8]):

Property (∗) implies the isomorphism

C∗(A, Tg) ∼= A ×T̂ G,

where A ×T̂ G denotes the crossed product of the algebra A and the group {T̂g}g∈G of
automorphisms of A (here G is viewed as a discrete group).

Since in the Banach case there is nothing like the above isomorphism, Property (∗∗)
needs a verification even if the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Property (∗). In the general
case (i.e., for an arbitrary discrete group of isometries {Tg}g∈G satisfying the condition
TgAT−1

g = A) the verification of Property (∗∗) can be rather complicated. Theorem 3.2
below shows that for a locally compact commutative group G and under an additional
assumption (which, as we will see later, is not too restrictive, and, moreover, occurs quite
often) the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses both Property (∗) and Property (∗∗).

Before passing to this theorem, let us recall the Kronecker Approximation Theorem
that relates continuous and disrete characters of locally simple commutative groups.

3.1. Theorem [4, (26.15)]. Let G be a locally compact commutative group, Ĝ the dual
group, and Γ a subgroup of G. Next, let f be an arbitrary (not necessarily continuous)
character of the group Γ and g1, . . . , gn elements of Γ. Then for each ε > 0 there exists
a continuous character χ ∈ Ĝ such that∣∣f(gi) − χ(gi)

∣∣ < ε, i = 1, . . . , n.

3.2. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact commutative group such that for each finite
set K ⊂ G and an arbitrary character χ ∈ Ĝ we have

(3.1)
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agχ(g)Tg

∥∥∥.
Then the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗) and (∗∗).

Proof. By the previous theorem, if (3.1) holds for each χ ∈ Ĝ, then it also holds for an
arbitrary (not necessarily continuous) character of G (i.e., for a character of the group
G regarded as a discrete group). Therefore below we assume that G is a discrete group
and denote by Ĝ the corresponding dual group.

Let b ∈ B(A, Tg) be an element of the form

b =
∑
g∈K

agTg, |K| < ∞.

By b(χ), χ ∈ Ĝ, we denote the element of B(A, Tg) defined by the formula

b(χ) =
∑
g∈K

agχ(g)Tg.
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Equality (3.1) means that

(3.2) ‖b‖ = ‖b(χ)‖, χ ∈ Ĝ.

First let is prove that this condition implies Property (∗).
Let us recall that for each c ∈ L(F ) we have

(3.3) ‖c‖ = sup
ξ∈F, ‖ξ‖=1

η∈F∗, ‖η‖=1

|〈cξ, η〉|;

here F ∗ is the space dual to F and 〈ξ, η〉 = η(ξ) (F is the space where the operators of
B(A, Tg) act).

Choose ε > 0 and let ξ0 ∈ F and η0 ∈ F ∗, ‖ξ0‖ = ‖η0‖ = 1, be vectors such that

(3.4) ‖ae‖ ≥ |〈aeξ0, η0〉| > ‖ae‖ − ε,

where e is the unit of G.
Formulas (3.2) and (3.3) imply that

(3.5)

‖b‖ = ‖b(χ)‖ ≥ |〈b(χ)ξ0, η0〉| =
∣∣∣〈∑

K

agχ(g)Tgξ0, η0

〉∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∑

K

〈agTgξ0, η0〉χ(g)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∑

K

αgχ(g)
∣∣∣,

where αg = 〈agTgξ0, η0〉.
Consider a function f(χ) ∈ C(Ĝ) of the form

f(χ) =
∑
K

αgg(χ),

where g(χ) = χ(g) is a character of Ĝ. Since the group G is discrete, Ĝ is compact [4,
(23.17)] and the Fourier coefficient αe of the function f can be computed [4, (23.19)] by
the formula

(3.6) αe =
∫

Ĝ

f(χ) dµ

(µ is the normalized Haar measure on Ĝ). In turn, this implies (according to the definition
of f and to (3.5))

|αe| ≤
∫

Ĝ

|f(χ)| dµ ≤ max
Ĝ

|f(χ)| ≤ ‖b‖.

Together with (3.4) this means that

‖b‖ ≥ ‖ae‖ − ε.

Therefore (since ε is arbitrary) Property (∗) is proved.
Now let us verify Property (∗∗).
Let b be an arbitrary element in B(A, Tg).
If (3.2) holds, then, as we have already verified, the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Prop-

erty (∗). Therefore, the mapping Ng0 given by formula (2.5) is well defined. We need to
show that if Ng(b) = 0 for each g ∈ G, then b = 0.

Clearly, it suffices to prove that for each χ ∈ F and η ∈ F ∗ with ‖ξ‖ = ‖η‖ = 1 we
have

(3.7) 〈bξ, η〉 = 0.

Let {bn} be a sequence of elements B(A, Tg) of the form

bn =
∑
Kn

a(n)
g Tg, |Kn| < ∞
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converging to b. Consider the elements bn(χ), χ ∈ Ĝ, defined by the formula

bn(χ) =
∑
Kn

a(n)
g χ(g)Tg

and the sequence {fn(χ)} of functions (continuous on Ĝ) of the form

(3.8) fn(χ) = 〈bn(χ)ξ, η〉 =
∑
Kn

〈
a(n)

g Tgξ, η
〉
χ(g) =

∑
Kn

α(n)
g χ(g),

where α
(n)
g =
〈
a
(n)
g Tgξ, η

〉
. Since bn → b as n → ∞, we have (by (3.2))

(3.9)
∥∥bn1(χ) − bn2(χ)

∥∥ = ‖bn1 − bn2‖ −→
n1,n2→∞

0.

Therefore, for each χ0 ∈ Ĝ, the sequence {bn(χ0)} converges to an element b(χ0) ∈
B(A, Tg).

Let f(χ) be a function of the form

f(χ) = 〈b(χ)ξ, η〉.

Using (3.9) we obtain∣∣fn1(χ) − fn2(χ)
∣∣ = ∣∣〈[bn1(χ) − bn2(χ)]ξ, η

〉∣∣ ≤ ‖bn1 − bn2‖ −→
n1,n2→∞

0.

Therefore, the sequence {fn} of (continuous) functions converges uniformly (on Ĝ) to f .
Therefore, f is a continuous function and (since µ(Ĝ) = 1) f ∈ L2(Ĝ).

Let

f(χ) =
∑
G

αgg(χ),

where in the right-hand side we have the Fourier series for f . Since fn → f (in L2(Ĝ)),
we have

(3.10) α(n)
g → αg for each g ∈ G,

where α
(n)
g are defined in (3.8). Now let us note that Property (∗) implies that

(3.11)
∥∥a(n)

g

∥∥→ ‖Ng(b)‖ for each g ∈ G.

Let us also note that ∣∣α(n)
g

∣∣ = ∣∣〈a(n)
g Tgξ, η

〉∣∣ ≤ ∥∥a(n)
g

∥∥.
Together with (3.10) and (3.11) this means that

(3.12) αg = 0 for each g ∈ G.

In turn, formula (3.12) and the continuity of f imply that

f(χ) = 0 for each χ ∈ Ĝ.

In particular,

f(1) = 〈bξ, η〉 = 0.

Therefore (3.7) holds and the proof is completed. �
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3.3. Remark. (1) The theorem just proved shows that (in the case where the group G is
commutative) property (3.1) implies Properties (∗) and (∗∗). On the other hand, in the
C∗-algebra case Property (∗) implies (3.1). Indeed, by [3, Theorem 12.8], if C∗(A, Tg)
possesses Property (∗), then

C∗(A, Tg) ∼= A ×T̂ G

and the isomorphism is established by the mapping

(3.13)
∑

agTg ←→
∑

ag ⊗ g.

For a given character χ ∈ Ĝ define the representation

πχ : A ×T̂ G → A ×T̂ G

by the formula

(3.14) πχ

(∑
ag ⊗ g
)

=
∑

χ(g)ag ⊗ g.

Then

(3.15)
∥∥∥πχ

(∑
ag ⊗ g
)∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑ ag ⊗ g

∥∥∥
(this again follows from [3, Theorem 12.8 and remarks]), so that πχ(A ×T̂ G) possesses
Property (∗) since A ×T̂ G possesses it (see [3, 12.3]). Now (3.15), together with (3.14)
and (3.13), means that ∥∥∥∑ agχ(g)Tg

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑ agTg

∥∥∥
and (3.1) holds.

Therefore, in the C∗-algebra case (and in the case where G is commutative and locally
compact), Properties (∗) and (3.1) are equivalent. Therefore in the general case one can
view (3.1) as a certain substitute for Property (∗) (under which Properties (∗) and (∗∗)
hold simultaneously, as in the C∗ case).

(2) One should note that if G is not commutative, one has to consider conditions
different from (3.1) (in this regard, see, e.g., [3, Lemma 22.6]).

(3) Let us note also that whereas in Theorem 2.8 we assumed that the algebra A is of
a special form (described in 2.6), in Theorem 3.2 A is an arbitrary Banach algebra.

Now we present an example of an algebra B(A, Tg) for which the verification of prop-
erty (3.1) is easy.

3.4. Example. Let X = G be a locally compact commutative group, A an algebra of
operators that is isomorphic to C(X, L(E)), and {Tg}g∈G a group of isometries satisfying
(2.1) and such that (

TgaT−1
g

)
(x) = a(x · g), a ∈ A.

In this case,
The algebra B(A, Tg) generated by A and {Tg}g∈G satisfies (3.1).
Indeed, for each χ ∈ Ĝ consider the operator χ̄ ∈ Z(A) corresponding to the operator-

valued function χ(x)I (I is the identity operator in E). It is clear that χ̄ is an invertible
operator and for each operator

b =
∑
g∈K

agTg, |K| < ∞,

we have
‖b‖ = ‖χ̄−1bχ̄‖ =

∥∥∥∑ agχ(g)Tg

∥∥∥.
Therefore, (3.1) is satisfied.
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3.5. Remark. In fact, we did not use that G is commutative and a similar result can
be proved for an arbitrary topological group.

3.6. Example. Regular representation of an algebra and a group of automor-
phisms. Let us consider one more example where Properties (∗) and (∗∗) can be easily
verified, namely the regular representation of an algebra A and a group of automorphisms
{T̂g}g∈G.

Let A ⊂ L(D) be a Banach algebra and {T̂g}g∈G a group of automorphisms of A (here
G is an arbitrary group, not necessarily commutative).

By H we will denote any of the spaces lp(G, D), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, or l0(G, D) (here l0(G, D)
is the space of vector-valued functions on G with values in D that vanish at infinity, with
the sup norm). Define the operators Vg0 : H → H by the formula

(3.16) (Vg0ξ)(g) = ξ(gg0), g, g0 ∈ G,

and consider the isomorphic to A (as a Banach algebra) algebra Ā ⊂ L(H) of operators
defined by the formula

(3.17) (āξ)(g) = T̂g(a)ξ(g), a ∈ A.

Direct computations show that (in this notation) we have

VgāV −1
g = T̂g(a),

which means (since A and Ā are isomorphic) that the operators Vg, g ∈ G, defined by
(3.16) yield automorphisms T̂g of the algebra Ā.

The algebra B(Ā, Vg) ⊂ L(H) is called the (right) regular representation correspond-
ing to the algebra A and the group of automorphisms {T̂g}g∈G (in fact, we have a family
of representations depending on the choice of a specific space H).

Let us note that
The algebra B(Ā, Vg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1) (for each space H).
First, let us verify Property (∗).
Take an operator b of the form

(3.18) b =
∑
g∈K

āVg, |K| < ∞.

Choose an arbitrary ε > 0 and take a vector η ∈ D, ‖η‖ = 1, such that

‖aeη‖ ≥ ‖ae‖ − ε.

Let ξ ∈ H be the vector given by the formula

ξ(g) = δ(e, g)η,

where δ(e, g) is the Kronecker symbol. By the definition of ξ and the explicit formula for
b we have

‖bξ‖ =
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

āVg(ξ)
∥∥∥ ≥ ‖āeξ‖ = ‖aeη‖ ≥ ‖ae‖ − ε = ‖āe‖ − ε,

which (since ε is arbitrary) proves Property (∗).
Now let us verify Property (∗∗).
We begin with the case where H is one of the spaces lp(G, D), 1 ≤ p < ∞, or l0(G, D).

In this case an operator b ∈ L(H) is determined by its matrix

[b]h,g = T̂h[N(bVg−1h)], h, g ∈ G,

(the mapping N : B(Ā, Vg) → A ∼= Ā is defined by (2.5) and depends on the choice of
an isomorphism between A and Ā).
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Since an operator is the zero operator if and only if its matrix is zero, Property (∗∗)
is proved in the case under consideration.

It remains to consider the case H = l∞(G, D).
Here we first note that for an arbitrary operator b of the form (3.18) we have

(3.19) ‖b‖l∞(G,D) = ‖b‖l0(G,D).

Indeed, since l0(G, D) ⊂ l∞(G, D), we have

‖b‖l∞(G,D) ≥ ‖b‖l0(G,D).

To obtain the opposite inequality, choose ε > 0 and consider an arbitrary vector ξ ∈
l∞(G, D) such that

(3.20) ‖ξ‖ = 1

and

(3.21) ‖bξ‖l∞(G,D) > λ − ε,

where λ = ‖b‖l∞(G,D). Property (3.21) means that there exists a point g0 ∈ G such that

(3.22) ‖(bξ)(g0)‖ > λ − ε.

Define the vector η ∈ l0(G, D) by the formula

η(g) =

{
ξ(g), g ∈ M =

[⋃
g∈K (gg0)

]
,

0, g /∈ M.

Formulas (3.20) and (3.22) imply that for this vector η we have

‖η‖l0(G,D) ≤ 1

and

‖bη‖l0(G,D) > λ − ε,

which (since ε is arbitrary) implies that

‖bη‖l0(G,D) ≥ λ = ‖b‖l∞(G,D),

thus proving (3.19).
Since (3.19) holds for all b of the form (3.18), it also holds for an arbitrary b ∈

B(Ā, Vg). Therefore, since the algebra B(Ā, Vg) acting in l0(G, D) possesses Property
(∗∗), it possesses this property when it acts in l∞(G, D) as well.

It remains to verify (3.1).
Take a character χ ∈ Ĝ and let χ̄ ∈ L(H) be an isometry defined by the operator-

valued function {χ(g)I}g∈G (here I is the identity operator in D). It is clear that χ̄
commutes with each element ā ∈ Ā, and for an operator b of the form (3.18) we have

‖b‖ = ‖χ̄−1bχ̄‖ =
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

āgχ(g)Vg

∥∥∥,
as required.
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3.7. Remark. (1) Let us emphasize again that since G was not assumed to be commu-
tative, formula (3.1) does not automatically imply Properties (∗) and (∗∗).

(2) Example 3.6 represents a very important (for future considerations) class of alge-
bras (regular representations) possessing Properties (∗) and (∗∗). In fact, the arguments
used in this example show that here the main reason for Properties (∗) and (∗∗) to
hold is that the regular representation consists of operators acting in discrete spaces
(lp(G, D), l0(G, D)), so that these operators can be defined by their matrices.

More precisely, let H be one of the spaces lp(G, D), 1 ≤ p < ∞, or l0(G, D), where D
is a Banach space. Let A ⊂ L(H) be the algebra of the operators of the form

(aξ)(g) = a(g)ξ(g), ξ ∈ H, g ∈ G, a ∈ A,

where a(g) ∈ L(D) and supG ‖a(g)‖ < ∞ (hence also A ∼= l∞(G, L(D))). Let the
operators Vg0 : H → H be given by the formula

(Vg0ξ)(g) = ξ(gg0), g, g0 ∈ G.

Consider the algebra B(A, Vg) ⊂ L(H). An obvious modification of arguments used in
the analysis of B(Ā, Vg) in Example 3.6 shows that

B(A, Vg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1) (for each H mentioned above).
In fact, the algebra B(A, Vg) “dominates” B(Ā, Vg), so that for each H (mentioned in

Example 3.6) we have

Ā ⊂ A and Vg = Vg,

i.e., B(Ā, Vg) is a subalgebra of B(A, Vg).
In Sections 4–7 below we present a number of examples of Banach algebras generated

by “weighted composition operators” acting in various spaces. We study the structure
of these algebras and, in particular, establish that in many natural topological situations
topological freeness of an action of a group G implies Property (∗∗) (conditions (3.1)).

In all these cases we will fix not only the type of the algebra A ⊂ L(D), but also the
space D and the explicit form of the operators Tg, g ∈ G. The reason is that the norm∥∥∑ agTg

∥∥ is computed (estimated) differently in different spaces even if the operators
Tg generate the same automorphisms of A.

4. Example 1. Operators in C(X, E)

4.1. Let D = C(X, E) be the Banach algebra of all continuous functions on a completely
regular space X with values in a Banach space E, endowed with the sup norm. Let
A = C(X, L(E)) ⊂ L(D) be the algebra of operators of multiplication by continuous
operator-valued functions with the sup norm, i.e.,

(4.1) (af)(x) = a(x)f(x)

for a ∈ A and f ∈ D.
In considering operators of type (4.1) (where f = {f(x)} is a vector-valued function

and a = {a(x)} is an operator-valued function, a(x) ∈ L(F ), F � f(x)), we will call
them multiplication (or diagonal) operators.

Let {tg}g∈G be a group of homeomorphisms of the space X. By Tg we denote the
isometry in D defined by the formula

(4.2) (Tgf)(x) = f(t−1
g x).

Clearly, Tg satisfies (2.1) and the above homeomorphisms tg coincide with homeomor-
phisms defined in (2.12).
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For the algebra B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(D) generated by these A and Tg, we can prove much
more than just the validity of Properties (∗) and (∗∗) and formula (3.1). Namely, let
K ⊂ G be an arbitrary finite set. Denote by BK(E) and SK(E) the sets

BK(E) =
{
{fg}g∈K : fg ∈ E, ‖fg‖ ≤ 1, g ∈ K

}
,(4.3)

SK(E) =
{
{fg}g∈K : fg ∈ E, ‖fg‖ = 1, g ∈ K

}
,(4.4)

respectively. We begin the analysis of the algebra B(A, Tg) with the following simple
observation.

4.2. Theorem. If G acts topologically freely, then

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

sup
{fg}g∈K∈SK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

sup
{fg}g∈K∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥.
(4.5)

Proof. To simplify the notation, we will omit the indication to the space (E) in BK(E)
and SK(E).

We begin with proving the equality

(4.6)
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

sup
{fg}g∈K∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥.
Let us note that for each f ∈ C(X, E) with ‖f‖ = 1 we have∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTgf
∥∥∥ = sup

X

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)f(t−1
g (x))
∥∥∥ = sup

X

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg(x)
∥∥∥,

where ‖fg(x)‖ =
∥∥f(t−1

g (x))
∥∥ ≤ 1. Therefore,∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ ≤ sup
X

sup
{fg}∈BK

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥.
To prove the opposite inequality, choose a point x0 ∈ X and a family {fg} ∈ BK , and
let

(4.7)
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

ag(x0)fg

∥∥∥ = λ.

Since ag ∈ C(X, L(E)), for each ε > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of the point x0

such that

(4.8)
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥> λ − ε for each x ∈ U.

Since the action of G is topologically free, we can find a point x′ ∈ U and a neighborhood
V ⊂ U of x′ such that

(4.9) V ∩ t−1
g (V ) = ∅, g ∈ K, g �= e.

Choose functions φg ∈ C(X), g ∈ K, such that

(4.10)

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 ≤ φg(x) ≤ 1,

φg(t−1
g (x′)) = 1, g ∈ K,

φg(X \ t−1
g (V )) = 0, g ∈ K,

and set

(4.11) f =
∑
g∈K

φg(x)fg ∈ C(X, E).
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The choice of functions φg and the fact that {fg} ∈ BK show that

(4.12) ‖f‖ ≤ 1.

On the other hand,

(4.13)
∥∥∥(∑ agTgf

)
(x′)
∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑ ag(x′)fg

∥∥∥ ≥ λ − ε,

where the latter inequality follows from (4.8). Now the definition of λ (see (4.7)), together
with the arbitrariness of ε and (4.12) implies that inequality (4.13) means∥∥∥∑ agTg

∥∥∥ ≥ sup
X

sup
{fg}∈BK

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥,
completing the proof of (4.6).

Now we note that (4.5) follows from (4.6). Indeed, consider the space

Ẽ = E1 × E2 × · · · × E|K|, Ei = E

with the norm
‖ẽ‖Ẽ = ‖(e1, . . . , e|K|)‖Ẽ = max

i∈{1,...,|K|}
‖ei‖E

and the operator b̃(x) ∈ L(Ẽ, E) defined by the formula

b̃(x)
(
(e1, . . . , e|K|)

)
= ag1(x)e1 + · · · + ag|K|(x)e|K|

({g1, . . . , g|K|} = K, x ∈ X). It is clear that BK(E) can be identified with the unit ball
in Ẽ and BK(E) is the convex hull of SK(E).

Since the function
φ(ẽ) =

∥∥b̃(x)(ẽ)
∥∥

Ẽ

is convex on Ẽ, the mentioned relation between BK(E) and SK(E) implies the following
equalities: ∥∥b̃(x)

∥∥ = sup
ẽ∈BK(E)

∥∥b̃(x)(ẽ)
∥∥ = sup

ẽ∈SK(E)

∥∥b̃(x)(ẽ)
∥∥.

These equalities and the explicit form of b̃(x) mean that (4.6) and (4.5) are equivalent. �

4.3. Remark. (1) If E = C is the field of complex numbers (i.e., D = C(X) and
A = C(X)), then (4.5) implies the following fact:

If G acts topologically freely, then

(4.14)
∥∥∥∑

K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

∑
K

|ag(x)|.

Indeed,
sup
X

sup
{fg}g∈K∈SK(C)

∣∣∣∑ ag(x)fg

∣∣∣ ≤ sup
X

∑
|ag(x)|,

and to prove the opposite inequality it suffices to put, for each x ∈ X and g ∈ K,

fg(x) =

{
[arg ag(x)]−1 if ag(x) �= 0,

1 if ag(x) = 0.

(2) Formula (4.5) shows, in addition, that
If the action of G is topologically free, then

‖
∑
K

agTg‖ = ‖b̃K‖,

where the operator

b̃K : D1 × D2 × · · · × D|K| → D, Di = D
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is given by the formula

(4.15) b̃K(ξ1, . . . , ξ|K|) = ag1ξ1 + · · · + ag|K|ξ|K|

({g1, . . . , g|K|} = K).
Now we continue the study of the algebra B(A, Tg) and prove that equality (4.5)

implies the following result.

4.4. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 4.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the correspond-
ing regular representation of A and {T̂g}g∈G in the space H = l0(G, C(X, E)) (or
l∞(G, C(X, E))) (see 3.6). If the action of G is topologically free, then the mappings

a → ā, a ∈ A, Tg → Vg, g ∈ G

define an isomorphism
B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg).

Proof. Direct computations show that the norm of the element

b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg ∈ B(Ā, Vg)

equals
sup
X

sup
{fg}∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥.
Now the lemma follows from (4.5). �
4.5. Corollary. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 4.1 and let the action of G be
topologically free. Then B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.4 and Example 3.6. �

5. Example 2. Operators in Lp
µ(X, E), 1 < p < ∞

5.1. Let X be a completely regular space and µ a Borel σ-finite measure on X such that
the support of µ coincides with X. Consider the Banach space D = Lp

µ(X, E), where
1 < p < ∞ (the cases p = 1 and p = ∞ will be considered separately in Examples 3 and
4).

Let A = C(X, L(E)) be the algebra of operators defined by formula (4.1) and let
{tg}g∈G be a group of homeomorphisms of X preserving the equivalence class of the
measure µ (i.e., the measure tg(µ) is absolutely continuous with respect to µ). By Tg we
denote the isometry of D of the form

(5.1) (Tgf)(x) =

[
t−1
g (µ)
dµ

] 1
p

f(t−1
g (x)),

where t−1
g (µ)

dµ is the Radon–Nikodým derivative of the measure t−1
g (µ) with respect to the

measure µ. Let B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(D) be the Banach algebra generated by A and {T̂g}g∈G.
Our description of the algebra B(A, Tg) is divided into several steps.
First of all, let us introduce representations of the algebra B(A, Tg) related to the

trajectories of points of X. Namely, for each point x ∈ X define the representation

(5.2) πx : B(A, Tg) → L(lp(G, E)), πx(b) = bx, b ∈ B(A, Tg)

by the formulas

(πx(a)ξ)g = a(t−1
g (x))ξg,(5.3)

(πx(Tg0)ξ)g = ξgg0 ,(5.4)

where ξ = (ξg)g∈G ∈ lp(G, E) and a ∈ A.
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In this notation our first observation is the following

5.2. Lemma. Let b ∈ B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(Lp
µ(X, E)) be an operator of the form

(5.5) b =
∑
K

agTg, |K| < ∞

(the algebra B(A, Tg) is defined in 5.1). If the action of G is topologically free, then

(5.6) ‖b‖ ≥ sup
x

‖bx‖,

where the operators bx are defined in (5.2)–(5.4). (In particular, b → bx is indeed a
representation of B(A, Tg).)

Proof. Choose a point x ∈ X and ε > 0, and let η ∈ lp(G, E) be a vector such that

(5.7) ‖η‖ = 1

and

(5.8) ‖bxη‖ ≥ ‖bx‖ − ε,

where b is defined by (5.5). We can assume that the vector η = (ηg) has only a finite
number of nonzero coordinates ηg, i.e., that there exists a finite set M ⊂ G such that

(5.9) ηg = 0, g /∈ M.

Let
K1 =
⋃

g∈K

M · g−1.

It is clear that |K1| < ∞.
Since G acts topologically freely, there exists a nonempty open subset V ⊂ X such

that µ(V ) > 0 and

(5.10) t−1
g1

(V ) ∩ t−1
g2

(V ) = ∅, g1, g2 ∈ [K1 ∪ M ], g1 �= g2,

and for each g0 ∈ K and g1 ∈ K1 we have

(5.11)
∥∥ag0(t

−1
g1

(x)) − ag0(y)
∥∥ < ε, y ∈ t−1

g1
(V )

(one should choose V in (2.14) to be in a sufficiently small neighborhood U of the point
x and note that µ(V ) > 0 since supp µ = X).

Let T̃g be the operator acting in Lp
µ(X) by formula (5.1). Define η̄ ∈ Lp

µ(X, E) by the
formula

(5.12) η̄ =
∑
g∈M

[
(µ(V ))−

1
p T̃g−1(χV )ηg

]
=
∑
g∈M

η̄g,

where χV is the indicator function of the set V . The explicit form of η combined with
(5.10), (5.9), and (5.7), show that

(5.13) ‖η̄g‖ = ‖ηg‖ ‖η̄‖ = ‖η‖ = 1.

Recalling (5.3), (5.4), and (5.9), we obtain

(5.14) (bxη)g = 0, g /∈ K1,

and for each g′ ∈ K1 formulas (5.3) and (5.4) yield

(5.15) (bxη)g′ =
∑
g∈K

ag(t−1
g′ (x))ηg′·g.

Taking the vector η̄ we have

(5.16) (bη̄)(y) = 0 for each y /∈
⋃

g∈K1

t−1
g (V );
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moreover, for each g′ ∈ K1 and y ∈ t−1
g′ (V ) the explicit form of η̄ (5.12) and of Tg (5.1)

yields

(bη̄)(y) =
∑
g∈K

ag(y)Tgη̄g′·g = [µ(V )]−
1
p

∑
g∈K

ag(y)Tg

(
T̃(g′g)−1(χV )ηg′g

)
= [µ(V )]−

1
p

∑
g∈K

ag(y)T̃g′−1(χV )ηg′g,

so that

(5.17)
∥∥χt−1

g′ (V ) · bη̄
∥∥p =
∫

t−1
g′ (V )

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(y)ηg′g

∥∥∥p
[
T̃g′−1(χV )

]p
µ(V )

dµ.

Recalling that T̃g′−1 is an isometry in Lp
µ(X), so that

(5.18)
∫

t−1
g′ (V )

[
T̃g′−1(χV )

]p
µ(V )

dµ = 1,

we conclude (by (5.11)) that (5.15), (5.17), and (5.18) imply that for a sufficiently small
ε in (5.11) and an arbitrary δ,∣∣∣∥∥(bxη)g′

∥∥p −
∥∥χt−1

g′ (V )bη̄
∥∥p∣∣∣ < δ for each g′ ∈ K1.

Together with (5.14) and (5.16), this implies∣∣‖bxη‖p − ‖bη̄‖p
∣∣ < δ|K1|,

and (since ε and δ are arbitrary and (5.13) and (5.8) hold) the verification of inequality
(5.6) is completed. �

Before passing to the next step in the consideration of this example, we recall an
important notion of amenability of a group.

5.3. Amenable groups. Let G be a group. A state m on l∞(G) (i.e., a positive linear
functional with norm 1) is called a left-invariant mean if

m(f(s−1g)) = m(f(g))

for each f ∈ l∞(G), s ∈ G.
A group G is called amenable if there exists a left-invariant mean on l∞(G).
In the above definition we did not assume the existence of a topological structure on

the group, i.e., G was regarded as a discrete group. A general definition of amenability
for locally compact topological groups, as well as further information, can be found, e.g.,
in [5].

The definition of amenability presented here uses a left-invariant mean. Therefore,
it is natural to view the corresponding groups as left-amenable. Using right-invariant
means (i.e., functionals satisfying the condition m(f(gs)) = m(f(g))), we come to the
notion of right-amenable groups.

In fact, these two notions coincide, i.e. (see [5, Lemma 1.1.1]),
The existence of a left-invariant mean on l∞(G) is equivalent to the existence of a

right-invariant mean.
There are many amenable groups. For example,

– each abelian group is amenable;
– each finite group is amenable;
– each subgroup of an amenable group is amenable;
– if H is a normal subgroup of G such that H and G/H are amenable, then G is

also amenable (in particular, each solvable group is amenable).
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5.4. Følner condition. There are a number of criteria of amenability of a group G. We
will use the following Følner condition (see [5, Theorem 3.6.1]):

A group G is amenable if and only if for each finite set K ⊂ G and each ε > 0 there
exists a nonempty finite set U such that

|(U · s)�U |
|U | < ε for each s ∈ K,

where |U | is the cardinality of U .
Now the next step in considering our example is the following

5.5. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 5.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the correspond-
ing regular representation for A and {T̂g}g∈G in the space H = lp(G, Lp

µ(X, E)) (see
3.6). If G is amenable, then the mapping

B(Ā, Vg) → B(A, Tg),

generated by the mappings

ā → a, a ∈ A, Vg → Tg, g ∈ G

does not increase the norm.

Proof. Consider the operators

b =
∑
g∈K

agTg, |K| < ∞

and
b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg.

We need to prove that

(5.19) ‖b̄‖ ≥ ‖b‖.
Take an arbitrary ε > 0, and let f ∈ Lp

µ(X, E) be a vector such that

(5.20) ‖f‖ = 1

and

(5.21) ‖bf‖ > ‖b‖ − ε.

Choose an arbitrary finite set M ⊂ G and define the vector ηM ∈ H as follows:

(5.22) ηM (g) =

{
Tgf, g ∈ M,

0, g /∈ M.

Let us note that if [ ⋃
g∈K

h · g
]
⊂ M, h ∈ G,

then

(5.23)

∥∥∥(∑
g∈K

āgVgη
M
)
(h)
∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

T̂h(ag)ηM (hg)
∥∥∥

=
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

ThagT
−1
hg f
∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTgf
∥∥∥.

Recalling the Følner condition (see 5.4), let us choose finite sets Mn, n = 1, 2, . . . ,
satisfying the condition ∣∣(Mn · g)�Mn

∣∣
|Mn|

−→
n→∞

0, g ∈ K,
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which implies

(5.24)

∣∣∣⋂g∈K Mn · g
∣∣∣

|Mn|
−→

n→∞
1,

and consider the vectors ηMn given by (5.22).
Property (5.24), together with (5.23), means that∥∥b̄(ηMn)

∥∥
‖ηMn‖ −→

n→∞
‖bf‖.

Using (5.21) and recalling that ε was arbitrary, we obtain (5.19). �

The next lemma rounds up the study of our example.

5.6. Lemma. For an arbitrary element

(5.25) b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg ∈ B(Ā, Vg), |K| < ∞,

we have

(5.26) ‖b̄‖ = sup
X

‖bx‖,

where bx, x ∈ X, are defined in (5.2)–(5.4).

Proof. Choose an arbitrary ε > 0, and let η = {ηg}g∈G ∈ H be a vector such that

(5.27) ‖η‖ = 1

and

(5.28) ‖b̄η‖ > ‖b̄‖ − ε.

Without losing generality, we can assume that there exists a finite set M ⊂ G such that

ηg = 0, g /∈ M.

Recalling the natural isomorphism

(5.29) lp(G, Lp
µ(X, E)) ∼= Lp

µ⊗µ′(X × G, E) ∼= Lp
µ(X, lp(G, E))

(where µ′ denotes the discrete measure on G), we can identify the vector η = {ηg} ∈
lp(G, Lp

µ(X, E)), ηg ∈ Lp
µ(X, E), with the vector-valued function {η(x)}x∈X ∈ Lp

µ(X,
lp(G, E)). Using this identification, we have

(5.30) (b̄η)(x) = bxη(x)

so that
‖b̄η‖ ≤ sup

X
‖bx‖ · ‖η‖ = sup

X
‖bx‖,

and by (5.28) and the arbitrariness of ε we obtain the inequality

‖b̄‖ ≤ sup
X

‖bx‖.

The opposite inequality can be proved with the help of obvious modifications of argu-
ments used in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Namely, the algebra Ā can be viewed as a
subalgebra of the algebra A = C(X × G, L(E)) and the action of G on X × G induced
by automorphisms Vg(·)V −1

g ,

t̄g(x, τ) = (x, τg−1), (x, τ) ∈ X × G

is, clearly, topologically free.
Lemma 5.6 is proved. �
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We can summarize the obtained results as the following theorem.

5.7. Theorem. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra defined in 5.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the correspond-
ing regular representation of A and {T̂g}g∈G in the space H = lp(G, Lp

µ(X, E)).
If the group G is amenable and the action is topologically free, then

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg),

where the isomorphism is given by the mapping

b =
∑
g∈K

agTg ←→
∑
g∈K

āgVg = b̄, |K| < ∞;

in particular, the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

Proof. Apply Lemmas 5.2–5.6 and the results in Example 3.6. �

6. Example 3. Operators in L∞
µ (X, E)

6.1. Let X be a completely regular space and µ a Borel measure on X such that its
support coincides with the entire X. Consider the Banach space D = L∞

µ (X, E), where
E is a Banach space.

Let A = C(X, L(E)) be the algebra of multiplication operators defined by formula
(4.1) and {tg}g∈G a group of homeomorphisms of X preserving the equivalence class of
the measure µ. By Tg we denote the isometry of the space D given by the formula

(6.1) (Tgf)(x) = f(t−1
g (x)).

Let B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(D) be the Banach algebra generated by A and {Tg}g∈G. We prove
that this algebra has the same properties as the algebra in Example 1.

6.2. Theorem. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra just introduced. If G acts topologically freely,
then the norm

∥∥∑
g∈K agTg

∥∥ (|K| < ∞) can be computed by formula (4.5).

Proof. Since C(X, E) ⊂ L∞
µ (X, E), we have (by Theorem 4.2)∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥
L∞

µ (X,E)
≥ sup

X
sup

{fg}g∈K∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥.
To obtain the opposite inequality, let us note that for each f ∈ L∞

µ (X, E) with ‖f‖ = 1
(without loss of generality we can also assume that ‖f‖ ≤ 1 for each x ∈ X) we have∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTgf
∥∥∥ = ess sup

X

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)f(t−1
g (x))
∥∥∥

≤ sup
X

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)f(t−1
g (x))
∥∥∥ ≤ sup

X
sup

{fg}g∈K∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥.
The proof is completed. �

6.3. Remark (cf. Remark 2.3 (1)). If E = C and G acts topologically freely, then∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

∑
g∈K

∣∣ag(x)
∣∣.

An analogue of Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 is the following result.
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6.4. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 6.1, and let B(Ā, Vg) be the
corresponding regular representation in the space H = l0(G, L∞

µ (X, E)) (or in the space
l∞(G, L∞µ(X, E))).

If the action of G is topologically free, then

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg),

where the isomorphism is generated by the mappings

a → ā, a ∈ A, Tg → Vg, g ∈ G;

in particular, B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

Proof. Cf. Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5. �

7. Example 4. Operators in L1
µ(X, E)

Concluding the list of examples in the first part of the paper, we consider operators
in the space L1. In fact, this case can be reduced to the already considered case of the
space L∞.

7.1. Let X be the space with measure µ discussed in 5.1, D = L1
µ(X, E), A = C(X, L(E))

the algebra of operators defined in (4.1), and {Tg}g∈G operators of the form (5.1) with
p = 1.

Let B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(D) be the algebra generated by A and {Tg}g∈G.
The space L∞

µ (X, E∗) (where E∗ is the space dual to E) can be isometrically embed-
ded in [L1

µ(X, E)]∗, and for each ξ ∈ L∞
µ (X, E∗) the value of the corresponding linear

functional on f ∈ L1
µ(X, E) equals

〈f, ξ〉 =
∫

X

〈f(x), ξ(x)〉 dµ.

Remark. We should note that in the general case

[L1
µ(X, E)]∗ �= L∞

µ (X, E∗)

(see, e.g., [6, Chapter VI, Section 2,6]). The equality takes place, e.g., in the case where
µ is a discrete measure or E is a finite-dimensional space (other cases are presented in
[6, Chapter VI, Section 2, Exercise 21]).

However, in any case, for the spaces under consideration the following equalities ob-
viously hold:

‖f‖L1 = sup
‖ξ‖L∞=1

|〈f, ξ〉|,(7.1)

‖ξ‖L∞ = sup
‖f‖L1=1

|〈f, ξ〉|.(7.2)

7.2. For an operator a ∈ A define the operator a� ∈ L(L∞
µ (X, E∗)) by the formula

(7.3) (a�ξ)(x) = [a(x)]∗ξ(x).

Let us emphasize again that whereas [a(x)]∗ is the operator adjoint to a(x), the operator
a� is not necessarily adjoint to a and we will call a� formally adjoint to a.

For each Tg given by (5.1) (with p = 1) define the operator T �
g ∈ L(L∞

µ (X, E∗)) by
the formula

(7.4) (T �
gξ)(x) = ξ(tg(x)).

For the same reasons as before, we call this operator formally adjoint to Tg.
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Finally, if b ∈ B(A, Tg) is of the form

b =
∑
g∈K

agTg, |K| < ∞,

the formally adjoint to b is the operator

(7.5) b� =
∑
K

T �
ga� =
∑
K

[
T̂−1

g a
]�

T �
g ,

where

(7.6)
([

T̂−1
g a
]�

ξ
)
(x) =
[
a(tg(x))

]∗
ξ(x).

Let us make the following useful observation. For each f ∈ L1
µ(X, E) and ξ ∈ L∞

µ (X, E∗)
we have

(7.7) 〈bf, ξ〉 = 〈f, b�ξ〉,

as it follows directly from the definition of b�. In turn, (7.7) implies (because of (7.1) and
(7.2))

(7.8) ‖b‖L1 = sup
‖f‖L1=1

sup
‖ξ‖L∞=1

|〈bf, ξ〉| = sup
‖f‖L1=1

sup
‖ξ‖L∞=1

|〈f, b�ξ〉| = ‖b�‖L∞ .

7.3. Now let {tg}g∈G act topologically freely on X. Explicit formula (7.4) for the
formally adjoint operator T �

g shows that the operators T �
g induce automorphisms that

act topologically freely on A� (the algebra of operators a� formally adjoint to operators
a ∈ A). Therefore, (7.8), (7.5), (7.6), and Theorem 6.2 imply the following result.

Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra of operators introduced in 7.1. If the action of G is
topologically free, then

(7.9)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

sup
{fg}g∈K∈SK(E∗)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

[
ag(tg(x))

]∗
fg

∥∥∥
= sup

X
sup

{fg}g∈K∈BK(E∗)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

[
ag(tg(x))

]∗
fg

∥∥∥.
7.4. Remark (cf. Remark 6.3). If E = C and G acts topologically freely, then∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
X

∑
g∈K

∣∣ag(tg(x))
∣∣.

Now an analogue of Lemma 6.4 is the following result.

7.5. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 7.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the correspond-
ing regular representation in the space H = l1(G, L1

µ(X, E)). If G acts topologically
freely, then

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg),

where the isomorphism is given by the mappings

a → ā, a ∈ A, Tg → Vg, g ∈ G;

in particular, B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

Proof. The idea is the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, with the
only difference that we use (7.9) instead of (4.5). �
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8. Metrically free action and topologically free action

This and the subsequent sections 9–11 can be viewed as a “measurable analogue” of
preceding sections. We continue the study of algebras of the type B(A, Tg) in the case
where A is an algebra of measurable operator-valued functions on Lebesgue spaces (as
opposed to objects in Section 2 and Examples 1–4, where the role of A was played by
algebras of continuous operator-valued functions).

In this section we show that in the “measurable” case a natural replacement of a
topologically free action is the metrically free action (see 8.2). We study relations between
these two notions and establish, in particular, that they are (in a sense) equivalent. This
allows us to transfer main results obtained in Sections 2–7 from the “topological” to the
“measurable” case.

8.1. Let (Ω, µ) be a space with a σ-additive σ-finite measure µ, H a Banach space,
and Lp

µ(Ω, H), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the spaces of (equivalence classes of) measurable functions
f : Ω → H with the finite norm

‖f‖ =
[ ∫

Ω

|f(x)|p dµ(x)
] 1

p

, 1 ≤ p < ∞, ‖f‖ = ess sup
Ω

|f |, p = ∞,

where | · | is the norm in H (for details, see, e.g., [7]).
Consider the algebra A ⊂ L(D) isomorphic to L∞

µ (Ω, L(E)), where D and E are
Banach spaces. If {Tg}g∈G is a group of isometries of the spaces D satisfying (2.1), then
the automorphisms T̂g (defined in (2.2)) generate the mappings αg : Σ → Σ (where Σ is
the set of (equivalence classes of) measurable subsets Ω) defined as follows. Let us note
that for the algebra A its center is Z(A) ∼= L∞

µ (Ω). Let χ∆ be the element of the center
Z(A) corresponding to the indicator function χ∆(ω) of a set ∆ ∈ Σ. Since χ∆

2 = χ∆

we see that T̂g(χ∆) is a projection operator in the center Z(A) (which is nonzero if and
only if χ∆ �= 0) and

(8.1) T̂g(χ∆) = χ∆̃

for some ∆̃ ∈ Σ. We set

(8.2) αg(∆) = ∆̃.

8.2. We say that a group G acts metrically freely on an algebra A (considered in 8.1)
by automorphisms T̂g (or on Σ by mappings αg) if for each finite set {g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ G
and each ∆ ∈ Σ with µ(∆) > 0 there exists a set ∆′ ∈ Σ such that

(i) µ(∆′) > 0,
(ii) ∆′ ⊂ ∆,
(iii) µ
(
αgi

(∆′) ∩ αgj
(∆′)
)

= 0, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i �= j.

8.3. Remark. One should note that, in a sense, the notion of a metrically free action
of G “coincides” with the notion of a topologically free action introduced in 2.7.

Indeed, the algebra L∞
µ (Ω) is a commutative C∗-algebra (with the natural involution).

Let M be the space of maximal ideals of this algebra. Then

L∞
µ (Ω) ∼̌=C(M),

where the isomorphism is given by the Gelfand transform. Under this isomorphism, the
indicator function χ∆(ω) ∈ L∞

µ (Ω) goes to a function χ̌∆ ∈ C(M) that is the indicator
function (since χ∆

2 = χ∆) of a certain set ∆̌ ⊂ M . If µ(∆) > 0 (i.e., χ∆ �= 0), then
χ̌∆ = χ∆̌ �= 0, so that ∆̌ is an open nonempty set. Now let us note that
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For each open nonempty set U ⊂ M there exists a set ∆ ∈ Σ such that

(8.3) µ(∆) > 0 and ∆̌ ⊂ U.

Proof. First let us note that the measure µ generates a measure µ̌ on M such that

(8.4)
∫

Ω

a dµ =
∫

M

ǎ dµ̌

and

(8.5) supp µ̌ = M.

Indeed, let

Ω =
∞⋃

i=1

Ωi,

where Ωi ∈ Σ, Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅, i �= j, and µ(Ωi) < ∞. Then the mapping

ǎ →
∫

Ωi

a dµ

is a linear positive functional. Therefore, there exists a regular Borel measure µ̌i on M
such that ∫

M

ǎ dµi =
∫

Ωi

a dµ.

In particular,

µ(Ωi) =
∫

Ω

χΩi
dµ = µi(M) = µi(Ω̌i)

and the condition Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅, i �= j, implies that

µi(Ω̌j) = 0 and µj(Ω̌i) = 0.

Now we set
µ̌ =
∑

i

µi.

By construction, the measure µ̌ satisfies (8.4) and since
∞⋃

i=1

Ωi = Ω,

(8.5) holds as well.
If U = M , then (since Ω̌ = M) in (8.3) we can take ∆ = Ω.
Now let U be an arbitrary open nonempty subset of M , U �= M . Since the space M

is normal, there exists a nonempty open set U1 such that

U1 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U and U1 ∩ [M \ U ] = ∅.

By the Uryson lemma, there exist functions ϕ̌1, ϕ̌2 ∈ C(M) with the following properties:

(1) 0 ≤ ϕ̌i(x) ≤ 1, i = 1, 2,
(2) ϕ̌1(x′) = 1 for some x′ ∈ U1,
(3) ϕ̌1(M \ U1) = 0,
(4) ϕ̌2(U1) = 0,
(5) ϕ̌2(M \ U) = 1.
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Properties (2), (5), and (8.5) imply that

(8.6)
∫

M

ϕ̌i(x) dµ̌ > 0, i = 1, 2.

From Properties (3) and (4) we have

(8.7) ϕ̌1 · ϕ̌2 = 0.

In turn, (8.6), (8.4), and Property (1) imply that

(8.8)
∫

Ω

ϕi dµ =
∫

∆i

ϕi dµ > 0, i = 1, 2,

where

(8.9) ∆i = {ω ∈ Ω : ϕi(ω) > 0}.

Let us note that (8.8) implies, in particular, that

(8.10) µ(∆i) > 0, i = 1, 2.

By (8.7), we have

(8.11) ϕ1 · ϕ2 = 0,

which means that

µ
(
∆1 ∩ ∆2

)
= 0.

Therefore,

χ∆1 · χ∆2 = 0

so that

(8.12) χ̌∆1 · χ̌∆2 = χ∆̌1
· χ∆̌2

= 0.

Let us note also that by the definition of ∆i we have

(8.13) χ∆i
· ϕi = ϕi, i = 1, 2,

so that

(8.14) χ̌∆i
· ϕ̌i = ϕ̌i, i = 1, 2,

which, in turn (by (8.12)), implies

(8.15) χ∆̌1
· ϕ̌2 = χ̌∆1 · χ̌∆2 · ϕ̌2,

and (8.15) means, in particular, that

∆̌1 ∩ (M \ U) = ∅,

i.e.,

(8.16) ∆̌1 ⊂ U.

Now from (8.10) and (8.16) we conclude that ∆1 is the desired set. �
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Remark. Using a small modification of the above arguments, we can prove that there
exists a set ∆ ∈ Σ such that

µ(∆) > 0 and ∆̌ = U ′,

establishing, therefore, a correspondence between elements in Σ with nonzero measure
and nonempty open subsets in M .

Now we are ready to describe what we mean by the “coincidence” of a topologically
free action with a metrically free one. Namely, we prove that

A metrically free action of automorphisms T̂g on L∞
µ (Ω) corresponds to a topologically

free action of automorphisms Ťg on C(M) (induced by the automorphisms T̂g and the
isomorphism L∞

µ (Ω) ∼̌=C(M)).

Proof. I. Let {T̂g}g∈G act metrically freely.
Consider an arbitrary finite set {g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ G, an arbitrary open set U ⊂ M , and

the set ∆ ∈ Σ defined in (8.3).
Let ∆′ ∈ Σ be the set mentioned in the definition of a metrically free action (in 8.2).

Condition (ii) in 8.2 and formula

χ∆′ · χ∆ = χ∆′

imply that

(8.17) ∆̌′ ⊂ ∆̌ ⊂ U.

Condition (i) implies that ∆̌′ is an open set. Condition (iii) implies that

χ̌αgi
(∆′) · χ̌αgj

(∆′) = 0, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i �= j.

This formula means (recalling the definition of αg (see (8.1), (8.2)), the relation between
T̂g and Ťg, and the definition of tg for Ťg; see (2.12)) that

tgi
(∆̌′) ∩ tgj

(∆̌′) = ∅, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i �= j.

Therefore (by (8.17)), condition (2.14) of a topologically free action is satisfied.
II. Now let {Ťg}g∈G act topologically freely on C(M).
Consider an arbitrary finite set {g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ G, an element ∆ ∈ Σ with µ(∆) > 0,

and the set U = ∆̌ ⊂ M (as we have already seen, U is a nonempty open set).
Let V ⊂ U be the open set mentioned in (2.14). For this set we have

(8.18) tgi
(V ) ∩ tgj

(V ) = ∅, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i �= j.

Take an arbitrary ∆′ ∈ Σ such that

(8.19) µ(∆′) > 0

and

(8.20) ∆̌′ ⊂ V

(such a set exists according to (8.3)). Let us note that the choice of ∆′ implies

χ̌∆ · χ̌∆′ = χU · χ∆̌′ = χ̌∆′ ,

which means that
χ∆ · χ∆′ = χ∆′ ,

i.e.,

(8.21) ∆′ ⊂ ∆ (mod µ).

Now properties (8.20) and (8.18) together with arguments used in I show that

µ
(
αgi

(∆′) ∩ αgj
(∆′)
)

= 0, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i �= j,
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which, together with (8.19) and (8.21), proves metric freeness of the action {T̂g}.
Therefore the “coincidence” of topological and metric freeness is established. �

Remark. It is also useful to note that a number of interesting relations between the
algebras L∞

µ (Ω) and C(M) is described, e.g., in [8, 11.13, (f)].
An analogue of Theorem 2.8 in the metric case is the following result.

8.4. Theorem. Let an algebra A and operators Tg, g ∈ G be as in 8.1. If the action of
G is metrically free, then B(A, Tg) possesses Property (∗).

Proof. It suffices to follow the proof of Theorem 2.8 using, instead of the function c(x)
in the proof of Theorem 2.8, appropriate sets ∆, ∆′ and the projection χ∆′ . �

9. Example 5. Operators in Lp(Ω, E), 1 < p < ∞

9.1. Let (Ω, µ) be a space with a σ-additive σ-finite measure µ. Consider the space D =
Lp

µ(Ω, E), 1 < p < ∞. Let A = L∞
µ (Ω, L(E)) ⊂ L(D) be the algebra of multiplication

operators acting by the formula

(9.1) (af)(x) = a(x)f(x), a ∈ A, f ∈ D,

and let αg : Ω → Ω, g ∈ G, be a group of measurable mappings preserving the equivalence
class of the measure µ. By Tg we denote the isometry in D of the form

(9.2) (Tgf)(x) =

[
dα−1

g (µ)
dµ

] 1
p

f(α−1
g (x)),

where dα−1
g (µ)

dµ is the Radon–Nikodým derivative of the measure α−1
g (µ) with respect to

the measure µ.
One can easily see that the isometries Tg satisfy (2.1) and the mappings αg coincide

with the mappings described in 8.1.
Let B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(D) be the Banach algebra generated by A and {Tg}g∈G.
The idea underlying the study of the present example is similar to the idea used in

Example 2. Therefore, we will divide the exposition into several steps.
The first step is the following

9.2. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 9.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the correspond-
ing regular representation in the space H = lp(G, Lp

µ(Ω, E)) (see 3.6). If the action of G
is metrically free, then the mapping

B(A, Tg) → B(Ā, Vg),

generated by the mappings

a → ā, a ∈ A, Tg → Vg, g ∈ G

does not increase the norm.

Proof. The proof is, in a sense, an inversion of arguments used in the proof of Lemmas
5.2 and 5.6.

Consider an arbitrary element b̄ ∈ B(Ā, Vg) of the form

(9.3) b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg, |K| < ∞.

Choose ε > 0 and let η = {ηg} ∈ H be a vector satisfying the conditions

(9.4) ‖η‖ = 1
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and

(9.5) ‖b̄η‖ > ‖b̄‖ − ε.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists a finite set M ⊂ G such that

(9.6) ηg = 0, whenever g /∈ M.

Recalling the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 5.6, consider the vectors η and
b̄η in the space Lp

µ(Ω, lp(G, E)).
Define a measure µη by the formula

(9.7) µη(∆) =
∫

∆

‖η(x)‖p dµ

for each measurable set ∆ ⊂ Ω. According to (9.4) we have

(9.8) µη(Ω) = 1.

Now (9.8) and (9.5) imply that

(9.9) sup
η(x) �=0

∥∥(b̄η)(x)
∥∥p

‖η(x)‖p
> (‖b̄‖ − ε)p

(note that, by construction, b̄ is a multiplication operator in Lp
µ(Ω, lp(G, E)), i.e., an

operator acting on η by formula (9.1)). But (9.9) means that there exists a µη-measurable
(hence also µ-measurable) set ∆ such that µη(∆) > 0 (hence also µ(∆) > 0) and

(9.10)

∥∥(b̄η)(x)
∥∥

‖η(x)‖ > ‖b̄‖ − ε, x ∈ ∆.

Let
K1 =
⋃

g∈K

M · g−1.

Since the action of G is metrically free, there exists a measurable set ∆′ ⊂ ∆ with
µ(∆′) > 0 such that

(9.11) µ
(
α−1

g1
(∆′) ∩ α−1

g2
(∆′)
)

= 0,

for g1 �= g2 and g1, g2 ∈ [K1 ∪ M ].
Consider the vector ν = {νg} ∈ H given by the formula

νg = χ∆′ · ηg.

Since ∆′ ⊂ ∆, (9.10) implies

(9.12) ‖b̄ν‖ ≥ (‖b̄‖ − ε)‖ν‖.
Now define the vector ν̄ ∈ Lp

µ(Ω, E) by the formula

(9.13) ν̄ =
∑
g∈M

(Tg−1νg) =
∑
g∈M

ν̄g.

By (9.11), we have

(9.14) ‖ν̄‖ = ‖ν‖.
For an operator b ∈ B(A, Tg) of the form

(9.15) b =
∑
g∈K

agTg,

the constriction of ν̄ (9.13) implies that

(9.16) (bν̄)(x) = 0, x /∈
⋃

g∈K1

α−1
g (∆′),
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and for g′ ∈ K1 we obtain∥∥∥χα−1
g′ (∆′)bν̄

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTgν̄g′·g

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥Tg′

(∑
g∈K

agTgT(g′·g)−1νg′·g

)∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

T̂g′(ag)νg′·g

∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥([∑

g∈K

āgVg

]
ν
)

g′

∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥(b̄ν)g′

∥∥ ,
which, together with (9.16) and (9.11), implies

‖bν̄‖ = ‖b̄ν‖.
Recalling (9.12) and (9.14) we conclude that

‖bν̄‖ ≥ (‖b̄‖ − ε)‖ν̄‖.
Since ε is arbitrary, the proof is completed. �

An analogue of Lemma 5.5 in our situation is the following result.

9.3. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 9.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the correspond-
ing regular representation in the space H = lp(G, Lp

µ(Ω, E)). If the group G is amenable,
then the mapping

B(Ā, Vg) → B(A, Tg)
generated by the mappings

ā → a, a ∈ A,(9.17)

Vg → Tg, g ∈ G(9.18)

does not increase the norm.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.5. �

We summarize the obtained results in the following theorem.

9.4. Theorem. Let B(A, Tg) and B(Ā, Vg) be the algebras defined in Lemma 9.3. If the
group G is amenable and acts metrically freely, then

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg),

where the isomorphism is given by mappings (9.17) and (9.18).
In particular, the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

Proof. It suffices to apply Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3 and the results of 3.6. �

Let us recall that the study of Example 2 included the relation between the operators
b ∈ B(A, Tg), b̄ ∈ B(Ā, Vg) and their representations bx, x ∈ X (see Lemmas 5.2 and
5.6), where the latter representations are defined as follows: for a point x ∈ Ω we define

(9.19) πx : B(A, Tg) → L(lp(G, E)), πx(b) = bx, b ∈ B(A, Tg),

by the formulas

(πx(a)ξ)g = a(α−1
g (x))ξg,(9.20)

(πx(Tg0)ξ)g = ξgg0 ,(9.21)

where ξ = (ξg)g∈G ∈ lp(G, E) and a ∈ A.
So far, in our current example we did not use analogues of the corresponding rela-

tions. To obtain these relations, we need to impose certain separability conditions on
the measure µ, the group G, and the space E (the reason is that spaces of measurable
functions are quite “large” and their structure is “more complicated” than the structure
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of spaces of continuous functions (it is difficult to define what we mean by the value of
a measurable function at a point)).

The following lemma provides such an analogue in the measurable case.

9.5. Lemma. Let (Ω, µ) be a space with a σ-additive σ-finite separable measure µ, G an
at most countable group, and E a separable Banach space. Let the algebra A and the
mappings {αg}g∈G be as in 9.1. Then for each element

b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg ∈ B(Ā, Vg), |K| < ∞

we have
‖b̄‖ = ess sup

Ω
‖bx‖,

where bx, x ∈ Ω, are defined in (9.19)–(9.21).

Proof. The inequality
‖b̄‖ ≤ ess sup

Ω
‖bx‖

can be established by arguments quite similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 5.6.
Therefore the main point of the proof is to establish the opposite inequality.

Since (Ω, µ) is a space with a separable measure, without loss of generality we can
assume that the measure is strictly separable (see [9]), i.e., there exists a sequence ∆n

such that µ(∆n) < ∞, n = 1, 2, . . . , that generates the σ-algebra of all measurable
subsets in Ω (let us recall that the separability of (Ω, µ) is equivalent to the separability
of Lp

µ(Ω), 1 ≤ p < ∞).
By D̃ we denote the (countable) subset of

lp(G, Lp
µ(Ω, E)) ∼= Lp

µ⊗µ′(Ω × G, E) ∼= Lp
µ(Ω, lp(G, E))

(µ′ is the discrete measure on G) consisting of finite sums of vectors of the form

χ(∆n × gm)ek, n, m, k = 1, 2, . . . ,

where gm ∈ G, {ek} is a (countable) dense subset of E and χ(∆n × gm) is the indicator
function of the set ∆n × gm ⊂ Ω × G.

From the definition of D̃ we see that for x ∈ Ω the set of the vectors

{ξ(x)}ξ∈D̃ ⊂ lp(G, E)

is dense in lp(G, E).
Now for each f ∈ L∞

µ (Ω) and each η = {η(x)}x∈Ω ∈ Lp
µ(Ω, lp(G, E)) we have

f · η ∈ Lp
µ(Ω, lp(G, E))

and∫
Ω

|f(x)|p
∥∥(b̄η)(x)

∥∥p dµ =
∥∥b̄(fη)(x)

∥∥p ≤ ‖b̄‖p ‖fη‖p = ‖b̄‖p

∫
Ω

|f(x)|p ‖η(x)‖p dµ,

and since f is arbitrary, ∥∥bxη(x)
∥∥ =
∥∥(b̄η)(x)

∥∥ ≤ ‖b̄‖ · ‖η(x)‖
for almost all x.

Applying this inequality to vectors ξ ∈ D̃ we obtain∥∥bxξ(x)
∥∥ ≤ ‖b̄‖ · ‖ξ(x)‖ almost everywhere,

and since the set D̃ is countable and {ξ(x)}ξ∈D̃ is dense in lp(G, E), we have

ess sup
Ω

‖bx‖ ≤ ‖b̄‖,

and the proof is completed. �
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10. Example 6. Operators in L∞
µ (Ω, E)

10.1. Here we consider a measurable analogue of Example 3.
Let D = L∞

µ (Ω, E) (where Ω is a space with a σ-additive σ-finite measure µ), A =
L∞

µ (Ω, L(E)) the algebra of multiplication operators (9.1), and αg : Ω → Ω, g ∈ G, a
group of measurable mappings preserving the equivalence class of the measure µ. By Tg

we denote the isometry of D of the form

(10.1) (Tgf)(x) = f(α−1
g (x)).

Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra generated by A and {Tg}g∈G.
For each finite subset K ⊂ G by BK(D) and SK(D) we denote the following sets:

BK(D) =
{
{fg}g∈K : fg ∈ D, ‖fg‖ ≤ 1, g ∈ K

}
,(10.2)

SK(D) =
{
{fg}g∈K : fg ∈ D, ‖fg‖ = 1, g ∈ K

}
.(10.3)

We begin with a theorem that claims slightly less than Theorem 6.2 (in the “measurable”
case) but still is an analogue of this theorem (see Remarks 10.3 (2),(3)).

10.2. Theorem. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra introduced at the beginning of this section.
If the action of G is metrically free, then for each finite subset K ⊂ G we have

(10.4)
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
{fg}g∈K∈SK(D)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agfg

∥∥∥ = sup
{fg}g∈K∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agfg

∥∥∥,
where BK(D) and SK(D) are defined in (10.2) and (10.3) respectively.

Proof. The proof is a measurable analogue of the proof of Theorem 4.2. We start with
establishing the equality

(10.5)
∥∥∥∑

g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = sup
{fg}g∈K∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agfg

∥∥∥.
First of all, for a function f ∈ L∞

µ (Ω, E) = D with ‖f‖ = 1 we have∥∥∥∑
K

ag(Tgf)
∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∑

K

agfg

∥∥∥ ≤ sup
{fg}g∈K∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
K

agfg

∥∥∥,
which means that ∥∥∥∑

K

agTg

∥∥∥ ≤ sup
{fg}g∈K∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
K

agfg

∥∥∥.
To establish the opposite inequality, choose an arbitrary family {fg} ∈ BK(D), and let

(10.6)
∥∥∥∑

K

agfg

∥∥∥ = λ.

For each ε > 0 formula (10.6) implies the existence of a measurable set ∆ with µ(∆) > 0
such that

(10.7)
∥∥∥∑

K

ag(x)fg(x)
∥∥∥ ≥ λ − ε for each x ∈ ∆.

Since the action of G is metrically free, there exists a measurable set ∆′ ⊂ ∆, µ(∆′) > 0,
such that

(10.8) µ
(
∆′ ∩ α−1

g (∆′)
)

= 0, g ∈ K, g �= e.

Consider the function

(10.9) f =
∑
K

χα−1
g (∆′)fg.
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Since {fg} ∈ BK(D), we have
‖f‖ ≤ 1.

On the other hand, the explicit form of f and formula (10.7) imply that

for each x ∈ ∆′ we have
∥∥∥(∑

K

agTgf
)
(x)
∥∥∥ ≥ λ − ε,

which, by the definition of λ (see (10.6)) and the arbitrariness of ε, means that∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ ≥ sup
{fg}∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agfg

∥∥∥,
completing the verification of (10.5).

The equivalence of (10.5) and (10.4) is established using the same arguments as in the
proof of Theorem 4.2.

The proof is completed. �

10.3. Remark. (1) If E = C (i.e., D = L∞
µ (Ω) and A = L∞

µ (Ω)), then (10.4) implies
the following result:

If the action of G is metrically free, then∥∥∥∑
K

agTg

∥∥∥ = ess sup
Ω

∑
K

|ag(x)|.

Indeed, on one hand,

sup
{fg}∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agfg

∥∥∥ ≤ ess sup
Ω

∑
K

|ag(x)|,

and to prove the opposite inequality, it suffices to set

fg(x) =

{
[arg ag(x)]−1 if ag(x) �= 0,

1 if ag(x) = 0

(since ag ∈ L∞
µ (Ω), we also have fg ∈ L∞

µ (Ω)).
(2) Formula (10.4) also shows that
If the action of G is metrically free, then∥∥∥∑

K

agTg

∥∥∥ = ‖b̃K‖,

where the operator

b̃K : D1 × D2 × · · · × D|K| → D, Di = D

is given by the formula

(10.10) b̃K(ξ1, . . . , ξ|K|) = ag1ξ1 + · · · + ag|K|ξ|K|

(K = {g1, . . . , g|K|}).
(3) In turn, the previous remark implies the following observation.
Since ag ∈ L∞

µ (Ω, L(E)), g ∈ K, the structure of the operator b̃K implies that

b̃K ∈ L∞
µ (Ω, L(Ẽ, E)),

where Ẽ = E1 × E2 × · · · × E|K|, Ei = E. This means that

‖b̃K(·)‖ ∈ L∞
µ (Ω) ‖b̃K‖ = ess sup

Ω
‖b̃K(x)‖,

and together with the previous Remark (2) we have:
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If the action of G is metrically free, then
(10.11)∥∥∥∑

K

agTg

∥∥∥ = ess sup
Ω

sup
{fg}∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥ = ess sup
Ω

sup
{fg}∈SK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(x)fg

∥∥∥,
thus extending Theorem 10.2 and obtaining the measurable version of Theorem 6.2.

We complete the consideration of our example with a measurable version of Lemma
6.4.

10.4. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra introduced in 10.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the corre-
sponding regular representation in the space

H = l0(G, L∞
µ (Ω, E)) or l∞(G, L∞

µ (Ω, E)).

If the action of G is metrically free, then

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg),

where the isomorphism is generated by the mappings

a → ā, a ∈ A, Tg → Vg, g ∈ G;

in particular, the algebra B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

Proof. Direct computations show that the norm of the element

b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg ∈ B(Ā, Vg)

equals
sup

{fg}∈BK(D)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agfg

∥∥∥,
thus establishing an isomorphism

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg).

Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1) of the algebra B(A, Tg) follow from the results in 3.6. �

11. Example 7. Operators in L1
µ(Ω, E)

Our last example deals with the space L1 and is, in fact, a measurable version of
Example 4. The arguments below are similar to those used in Example 4 (i.e., we reduce
this case to the already studied case L∞). However, these arguments require using the
results of the previous section instead of the results of Example 3.

11.1. Let (Ω, µ) be the space introduced in 9.1, D = L1
µ(Ω, E), A = L∞

µ (Ω, L(E)) the
operator algebra defined in (9.1), and Tg as in (9.2) (with p = 1). Let B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(D)
be the algebra generated by A and {Tg}g∈G.

11.2. Recalling arguments used in Example 4 (i.e., introducing the corresponding for-
mally adjoint operators) we can obtain the following result (which is a natural analogue
of results in 7.3 for operators under consideration).

Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra introduced in 11.1. If the action of G is metrically free,
then

(11.1)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

agTg

∥∥∥ = ess sup
Ω

sup
{fg}∈BK(E∗)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

[
ag(αg(x))

]∗
fg

∥∥∥
= ess sup

Ω
sup

{fg}∈SK(E∗)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

[
ag(α(x))

]∗
fg

∥∥∥.
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Proof. It suffices to follow the arguments in 7.3 using Remark 10.3 (3) instead of Theorem
6.2. �

11.3. Remark (cf. Remark 10.3 (1)). If E = C and the action of G is metrically free,
then ∥∥∥∑

K

agTg

∥∥∥ = ess sup
Ω

∑
K

∣∣ag(αg(x))
∣∣.

Finally, an analogue of Lemma 10.4 is the following result.

11.4. Lemma. Let B(A, Tg) be the algebra described in 11.1 and B(Ā, Vg) the corre-
sponding regular representation in the space l1(G, L1

µ(Ω, E)). If the action of G is met-
rically free, then

B(A, Tg) ∼= B(Ā, Vg),

where the isomorphism is generated by the mappings

a → ā, a ∈ A, Tg → Vg, g ∈ G;

in particular, B(A, Tg) possesses Properties (∗), (∗∗), and (3.1).

12. Interpolation

In Examples 2 and 5 we did not obtain an explicit formula for the norm of the operator
Tg. However, formulas obtained in the consideration of other examples, together with the
Riesz–Thorin Interpolation Theorem, allow us to obtain useful estimates for the norm of
operators of the form

∑
agTg in all cases.

To present the corresponding results, we introduce, first of all, the space L0
µ(Ω, E) that

is the closed subspace of the space L∞
µ (Ω, E) generated by the functions with support of

finite measure, i.e., by functions f such that

f ∈ L∞
µ (Ω, E) and µ

(
{x : f(x) �= 0}

)
< ∞.

It is clear that if µ is a discrete measure, then

L0
µ(Ω, E) = l0(Ω, E).

The next Theorem 12.1 is, in fact, a vector-valued version of the classical Riesz–Thorin
Interpolation Theorem (see [10, 1.1.1]).

12.1. Theorem. Let V be a linear operator that belongs both to L(D1) and to L(D2),
where Di = Lpi

µ (Ω, E) and p1 ∈ [1,∞), p2 ∈ [1,∞)∪ {0}. For each Θ, 0 < Θ < 1, define
the number p by the formula

1
p

=
1 − Θ

p1
+

Θ
p2

if p2 �= 0,

or
1
p

=
1 − Θ

p1
if p2 = 0,

and let D = Lp
µ(Ω, E).

Then the operator V belongs to L(D) and

(12.1) ‖V ‖D ≤ ‖V ‖1−Θ
D1

· ‖V ‖Θ
D2

.

Proof. See [10, 5.1.2 and 4.1.2]. �
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Let us apply this result to the operators in Example 2.
Let b ∈ B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(L1

µ(X, E)), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, be the operator of the form

(12.2) b =
∑
g∈K

agTg, |K| < ∞,

where for 1 ≤ p < ∞, the algebra B(A, Tg) is described in 5.1, and for p = ∞, in 6.1.
Also let b̄ ∈ B(Ā, Vg) be the operator of the form

(12.3) b̄ =
∑
g∈K

āgVg,

where B(Ā, Vg) is the corresponding regular representation for A and {T̂g}g∈G in the
space lp(G, Lp

µ(X, E)), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ (in the case p = ∞ we can also use the space
l0(G, L∞

µ (X, E))).
By ‖b‖p we denote the norm of the operator b acting in the space Lp

µ(X, E). Similarly,
we introduce the notation ‖b̄‖p.

An important observation is that the operator b̄ is given by the same formula in all
cases 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ (which allows us to apply Theorem 12.1).

Let us recall that results obtained in the consideration of Examples 2–4 show that if
the group G is amenable and the action of G is topologically free, then for p ∈ [1,∞] we
have

‖b‖p = ‖b̄‖p

(in the cases p = 1 and p = ∞ we do not need the amenability of G). This formula, the
just mentioned properties of the structure of the operator b̄, and Theorem 12.1 imply the
following result.

12.2. Lemma. If the group G is amenable and the action of G on X is topologically
free, then for each p ∈ (1,∞) we have

(12.4) ‖b‖p ≤ ‖b‖
1
p

1 · ‖b‖1− 1
p

∞ ,

where ‖b‖1 is defined in (7.9) and ‖b‖∞ in (4.5).

12.3. Analyzing Example 2 more closely, we can improve the estimate (12.4). Namely,
let us recall that if G is amenable and the action of G is topologically free, results of
Examples 2, 3, and 4 show also that

(12.5) ‖b‖p = ‖b̄‖p = sup
X

‖bx‖p,

where bx is defined in (5.2)–(5.4) (we consider this operator as acting in the corresponding
space lp(G, E), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, or, in the case p = ∞, in the space l0(G, E)).

For the operators bx, Theorem 12.1 implies the following result:
For each p ∈ (1,∞) we have

(12.6) ‖bx‖p ≤ ‖bx‖
1
p

1 · ‖bx‖
1− 1

p
∞ = ‖bx‖

1
p

1 · ‖bx‖
1− 1

p

0

(here ‖bx‖0 is the norm of the operator bx in l0(G, E)).
By (12.5) this means that
If the group G is amenable and the action of G on X is topologically free, then for

each p ∈ (1,∞) we have

‖b‖p = ‖b̄‖p ≤ sup
X

‖bx‖
1
p

1 · ‖bx‖
1− 1

p
∞ .
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Let us recall also that the results obtained in considering Examples 1 and 4 show that

‖bx‖∞ = ‖bx‖0 = sup
h∈G

sup
{fg}g∈K∈SK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(t−1
h (x))fg

∥∥∥
= sup

h∈G
sup

{fg}g∈K∈BK(E)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

ag(t−1
h (x))fg

∥∥∥

and

‖bx‖1 = sup
h∈G

sup
{fg}g∈K∈SK(E∗)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

[
ag(tg·h−1(x))

]∗
fg

∥∥∥
= sup

h∈G
sup

{fg}g∈K∈BK(E∗)

∥∥∥∑
g∈K

[
ag(tg·h−1(x))

]∗
fg

∥∥∥.
12.4. Now let b ∈ B(A, Tg) ⊂ L(Lp

µ(Ω, E)), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, be an operator of the form
(12.2), where for 1 ≤ p < ∞, the algebra B(A, Tg) is described in 9.1, and for p = ∞, in
10.1. Here by ‖b‖p we denote the norm of b as an operator in the space Lp

µ(Ω, E)).
A measurable analogue of Lemma 12.2 for all these objects is the following result.

12.5. Lemma. If the group G is amenable and the action of G on Ω is metrically free,
then for each p ∈ (1,∞) we have

(12.7) ‖b‖p ≤ ‖b‖
1
p

1 · ‖b‖1− 1
p

∞ ,

where ‖b‖1 is defined by (11.1) and ‖b‖∞ by (10.11).

13. Concluding remarks. Isomorphism theorems

Here we present concluding remarks and discuss some relations between the examples
considered in preceding sections and the isomorphism theorem [3, Corollary 12.17].

13.1. (1) Let us note that in Examples 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 we did not use any particular
properties of the group G, so that in these examples G could have been an arbitrary, not
necessarily amenable, group

(2) A completely different picture shows up in Examples 2 and 5.
Here

(i) if G acts topologically (metrically) freely, then B(Ā, Vg) is a representation of
B(A, Tg) for an arbitrary group G (not necessarily amenable) (Lemmas 5.2, 5.6,
and 9.2).

On the other hand,

(ii) if the group G is amenable, then B(A, Tg) is a representation of B(Ā, Vg) for each
action of G (not necessarily topologically (metrically) free) (Lemmas 5.5 and 9.3).

Therefore, in these two examples the topological (metric) freeness of the action of the
group G and the amenability of G are, in a sense, complementary: if G acts metrically
freely, then B(A, Tg) is “larger” than B(Ā, Vg) (see (i)), and if G is amenable, then
B(Ā, Vg) is “larger” than B(A, Tg) (see (ii)).

These two algebras “coincide” if G is amenable and acts topologically (metrically)
freely (Theorems 5.7 and 9.4).
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13.2. The consideration of Examples 2 and 5 leads to the results of the Isomorphism
Theorem type (as in [3, Corollary 12.17]), which establish an isomorphism between oper-
ator algebras acting in “completely different” spaces (so, in a sense, “eliminating” these
spaces)

For the situation considered in Example 2, this result looks as follows.
Let µ1 and µ2 be two Borel measures on a completely regular space X such that the

support of each of these measures coincides with X. Also let {tg}g∈G be a group of
diffeomorphisms of X preserving the class of each of the measures µ1 and µ2. Consider
the space Di = Lp

µi
(X, E), i = 1, 2. Let Ai = C(X, L(E) ⊂ L(Di)), i = 1, 2, be the

algebras of multiplication operators given by formula (4.1), T i
g, i = 1, 2, isometries of Di

of the form (5.1) (with µ = µi) and B(Ai, T
i
g), i = 1, 2 the algebras generated by Ai and

{T i
g}g∈G.
The isomorphism theorem we have in mind is formulated as follows.
If the group G is amenable and acts topologically freely, then B(A1, T

1
g ) and B(A2, T

2
g )

are isomorphic (as Banach algebras) and the isomorphism is given by the natural iso-
morphism

A1
∼= A2

and the mappings
T 1

g → T 2
g .

Proof. Lemmas 5.2, 5.5, and 5.6 imply that

(13.1) B(Ai, T
i
g) ∼=
⊕
x∈X

πx

(
B(Ai, T

i
g)
)
,

where πx is defined in (5.2)–(5.4). Let us note that the explicit form of πx shows that the
right-hand side of (13.1) depends only on {tg}g∈G and not on µi, i = 1, 2, thus proving
our claim. �

In the case of Example 5 the corresponding result is formulated as follows.
Let (Ω, µi), i = 1, 2, be two spaces with σ-additive σ-finite separable measures µ1

and µ2 that are mutually absolutely continuous (i.e., L∞
µ1

(Ω, L(E)) ∼= L∞
µ2

(Ω, L(E))),
and let {αg}g∈G be a group of measurable mappings of the space Ω, each preserving the
equivalence classes of the measures µ1 and µ2. Let us consider the spaces Di = Lp

µi
(Ω, E),

i = 1, 2. Let Ai = L∞
µ1

(Ω, L(E)) ⊂ L(Di) be the algebras of the multiplication operators
given by formula (9.1), T i

g , i = 1, 2, isometries of Di of the form (9.2) (with µ = µi) and
B(A, T i

g) the algebras generated by Ai and {T i
g}g∈G.

The isomorphism theorem for this case is formulated as follows.
Let E be a separable Banach space, G an at most countable amenable group acting met-

rically freely on E. Then B(A1, T
1
g ) and B(A2, T

2
g ) are isomorphic (as Banach algebras)

and the isomorphism is given by the natural isomorphism

A1
∼= A2

and the mappings
T 1

g → T 2
g .

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 9.5. �
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